Girls Inc. is dedicated to ensuring that participants receive intentional, interactive, and research-informed programming from trained staff and volunteers in a pro-girl, physically and emotionally safe and brave environment. This is the Girls Inc. Experience, which is assessed during the Girls Inc. Strong, Smart, and Bold Outcomes Survey each year. In 2023, over 6,300 girls ages 9 and up, across 63 affiliate organizations, participated. Selected results are below.

**THE GIRLS INC. EXPERIENCE**

**GIRLS INC. GIRLS HAVE STRONG MENTORING RELATIONSHIPS**

- 89% of girls say that the adults at Girls Inc. listen to what they have to say.
- 91% of girls say there are adults at Girls Inc. who believe they will be a success.

**THEY FEEL SAFE AND EXCITED FOR THEIR FUTURES**

- 90% of girls agree or strongly agree with the statement, “At Girls Inc., I get to learn about people who are different from me”.
- 90% of girls say that being at Girls Inc. has helped them think about their future.
- 80% of girls say that they feel safe at Girls Inc.

**THEY LEARN AND TRY NEW THINGS**

- 91% of girls say that at Girls Inc., girls learn to make a difference in the world.
- 91% of girls say that they get to try new things at Girls Inc.

**QUESTIONS?**

Join the conversation by contacting the Research and Evaluation Department: research@girlsinc.org